I found the event was well organized with clear instructions in advance, the venue was fantastic as was the food. The
reception on the balcony was fabulous. I very much appreciated the "no pressure" nature of the event, it was an excellent
opportunity to network and canvass opinion on the subject matter in hand, I made some useful contacts. I have no
criticism of the event of its organization and would appreciate any further invitations to future Select World Services
events.
Head of Operations, Digital Media Services
British Telecom
I had a great time at this event. The audience was small, and the quality of the attendees was excellent. It was also very
well organized and run, and the speaker was really interesting and engaging.
I would be more than happy to attend another one of your events.
European Head of Information Systems
Virgin Active
Yes indeed, thanks again a useful and interesting event. Interaction between guests was excellent. Glad to join.
COO
TalkTalk Group
Thanks for having arranged the event yesterday!
Feedback:
 Event was well managed, clear communication upfront of the topic and logistic
 Venue easy to reach, meal excellent!
 Topic was very interesting – I come from a different perspective from the people in the room as I run a business line for
software products so I am responsible for define strategy for our products and for the P/L while most of the other
people in the room were IT people focusing on changing IT infrastructure within their own organization. Anyway I
found that quite interesting and got involved in few good conversations about future of technology.
Overall a good experience!!
Senior Director, Global Product Management
Experian UK
It was a nice evening; I did enjoy it and benefit from my peer’s insight in the same time.
Thanks for inviting me and well done for a well-organized event.
Group CIO
TDA Capital
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